Mayor Paul Soglin visit to SASY meeting
Proposed agenda

Time:  7-9 pm
Place:  Goodman Community Center
Date:  January 12, 2012

Overview: Presentation and explication of the Mayor’s current approach to issues affecting the SASY neighborhood. We wish to hear and discuss in what ways the City’s mayoral priorities may have changed a) since the recent mayoral election; b) the new, extreme legislation at the State level, and c) the deepening of the economic downturn.

Agenda items:

1. Union Corners redevelopment process, transitional and temporary uses, community-based efforts (10 minutes with questions)
2. Infill standards especially design for older neighborhoods like ours (10 minutes with questions)
3. Traffic management through our older neighborhoods, including upcoming Atwood-Winnebago reconstruction, maintaining support for traffic calming, bus transit, bicycling and walking (10 minutes with questions)
4. Neighborhood input and influence to the street construction process (15 minutes with questions)
5. Garver Mill property redevelopment (10 minutes with questions)
6. Madison Kipp Corporation and the residual pollution in our neighborhood (5 minutes with questions)
7. Alarming rate of increase for road expansion at the periphery and overall paving costs from tax dollars; environmental costs vs. modest population growth (15 minutes with questions)
8. Open Q&A (30 minutes)

Attendees may wish to access in particular two portions of the SASY web site for background material:


2. Paving budget analysis: